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What’s Happening at Brookfield Farm

Apprentice Program
Our Growing Farmers’ Web

Time to Look Back

While food production is the center of
our agricultural work,
there is nothing more
essential to our organizational mission of
sustainable agriculture
development than our
apprenticeship program. While some
may cynically look at
this program as a way
to acquire cheap labor
for our farm operation, a closer look suggests that we take the educational aspects of this program very seriously. In addition, it’s not
very cheap! One look at the placques on the western wall of our Farm
Shop, and you can see that we consider it a point of pride how many
of our apprentices go on to successfully manage farms of their own.
Training people in our program the primary way that we hope to
enlarge the circle of producers, which then in turn will create more
consumers, which in turn will create more culture around regenerative agriculture. This is the plan, at least.

Before the sands of
time take all of my
memories away, and
before I set my sights
fully on all of the
plans that lay before
us in the coming
growing season, now
is a good time to reflect on what has just
past. To go a little
further back, this
season is best seen in
the memory of the 2011 season, which, with its big weather events,
left us all a little battered as we began on our journey in 2012. We
were tired from severe rain, unforeseen snow, and low crop yields. We
were wary of the uncertain future. We kept our goals somewhat more
modest and our hopes a bit defended. We were tired and the season
hadn’t even started yet.
Our winter did not bode well in terms of a return to normal weather,
as we rarely saw freezing temperatures and never more than a couple
of inches of snow. We were concerned that the groundwater level was
very low even as we were relieved to not need to plow snow or burn
much firewood. Spring planting came quickly and our field preparations moved along right on schedule. Just as it looked as if conditions
might get too dry, we had our first good string of luck as the spring
rains came sporadically in late April and throughout May, helping us
to get our seeds and plants off to a good start.

In this regard, every year we take three participants (from a competitive field of over 20 applicants) to live and work on our farm for an
8-month intensive in the operation and management of our farm.
We give everyone a full orientation to the farm, as well as provide
everyone with one or two tractors which will be “theirs” for the season. We also produce an “apprentice handbook” each year which has
our year-end report (with all of our financial reports) and our annual
plan and budget. It also includes our crop plans, field layouts, inventory and supply ordering, as well as an outline of our administrative
procedures and marketing documents. This handbook provides a
blueprint for apprentices to follow during the season, so they can
better keep track of
important details –
like the name of the
303 vegetable varieties we grow each
season, the name
and market value of
each of our tools,
the names of all of
our board members,

With temperatures hovering near normal in late May, our crops were
growing and we were able to begin our distributions right on schedule
at the beginning of June. And then, almost on cue, the rains stopped,
the sun shone, and the temperatures rose. This is prime vegetable
growing weather – heat (for
growth),
low
moisture
(for
disease suppression), and no
rain (for good
mechanical
weed control).
The
weather

see “Apprentice,” p.8

see “Farm,” p.6
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Get a Hammer and a Nail

nally owned
by
Wentworth Farm
on Southeast
St) that certainly
has
been
well
used over the
past half-century loading
cow manure
in
South
Amherst. She was able to lift one ton at a time and pull 80 horses.
But she was leaking more and more; The steering, then the hydraulics, and then not always starting. So when we had the opportunity
to purchase an upgrade, we were glad to find a 1990 Case 685. This
tractor has 4-Wheel Drive (allowing us to work in more varied conditions), can pick up over 1.5 tons at a time, hardly leaks at all, and
starts reasonably well. It even has a seatbelt and roll-bar.

Work Smarter Not Harder

The work we do on the land is only possible with the people that work
on the farm using the most appropriate tools that we can provide.
Our tools have drastically improved over the years; when I arrived
in 1994 we had two tractors that were each over 30 years old and a
lot of baling twine! They were functional, but inefficient and somewhat dangerous. Since that time, we have increased our equipment to
where the farm now owns 7 tractors, a delivery truck, many harvest
vehicles, and a terrific collection of vegetable production tools. But
it’s not just in the numbers – it’s in the quality of these machines.
What’s important is their ability to do the jobs we need while leaving
the smallest footprint possible while providing for safe and efficient
operation by our workers.

In addition,
we were able
to purchase a
replacement
for our 1970s
vegetable
sprayer. This
2006 model
not only has
twice
the
spray
tank,
but also a 25’
boom,
allowing us to
spray about
four times faster (using 75% less fuel). This increase in efficiency is
sometimes the difference in saving or losing a crop, as it was with our
tomatoes this year. Considering that it only took one person 1-hour
to spray our tomatoes with elemental copper, we were able to keep
the crop alive and productive despite Late Blight. In addition to
organic pesticides, we are also able to spray a wide variety of biological enhancers (biodynamic field sprays, compost teas, etc) giving us
a chance to keep our plants on the right side of overall health and
well-being.

This year we made three purchases that really go a long way towards
increasing efficiency and sustainability. Since the basis of all of our soil
fertility is good compost, we need equipment that can somehow easily move 200 tons of material at least twice around our square quarter
mile! We have been working with a 1960s CASE 1410 loader (origiBiodynamic Farmland
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structure,
we
were
also able
to
complete the
installation
of
“Jiffy
Hi t c h e s”
on all of
our implements. This
nifty addon allows a tractor operator the safest and quickest way possible to
change implements. Created by a farmer who was injured in a tractor accident, these hitches allow one person (instead of two) to put
on an implement, using a 1/4 of the time, with no chance of injuring
themselves or anyone else. Because of this increased efficiency we are
able to change tools rapidly and allow us to do the necessary jobs even
when we don’t have a lot of extra time (which is always!!)

we installed the floor, so he needed to sand and apply many coats of
polyurethane to get it back into beautiful shape.
In addition, we spent a number of days in the spring, with the help of
Dana Snyder’s dump truck, bringing loads of gravel down to some of
our very many roads at all of our 4 farm sites. Our farm roads took a
very big hit with Hurricane Irene and the rest of the wet fall of 2011
so, we started making progress on replacing culverts, filling massive
sink holes, and grading very rutted passageways. It was a good start
on a project that is ongoing as long as we conintue travelling to far-off
vegetable fields.

But it’s not
only
about
tractors and
other hunks of
metal roaming
around
the farm. We
also need a
wide-variety
of buildings
and grounds
improvements
to keep our
farm
humming along.
This year we focused more on repair than rebuilding or new construction, as we have seen a lot of work in this regard in the last 10
years. We always try to remember to “sharpen the saw” and not just
to keep on purchasing a new blade. This season we re-skinned our
main greenhouse as the plastic was 5 years old and had degraded
as expected with constant exposure to UV rays. We also purchased
a new backup propane heater for our ever-fickle corn stove in the
greenhouse, providing us with much piece-of-mind on cold spring
nights. In February Pete tackled the important job of re-finishing the
wood floor in our office. This is a super-high traffic area with muddy
farm boots tromping around it all year long. It had been 7 years since

Importantly all of these improvement were made using funds that
the BFCT has set aside for capital improvement. Every year the farm
“borrows” money from this fund and “Pays it Back” to the BFCT
at a rate of 3% over 5-years. This has enabled us to purchase over
$136,000 worth of equipment while keeping the fund at roughly the
same rate (~$30,000) over the past 7 years. The farm was able to fully
pay back all of its commitments this year leaving us in good financial
position as well.

Special Thanks to
Rich & Mary Alice Eckart for donating their 1990 Dodge 1/2
-ton truck to the farm. We expect to get much use out of this truck
as it helps us to feed and water our cows, pigs, and chickens who live
in far-flung fields around the farm. Thanks!

Wish List
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Delivery Vehicle for Boston
(a Sprinter would be great!)
Pump (hand-crank or electric) for diesel tank

Spread the Word

school back for a community service day, where they cleared all of the
down limbs from the damaging October 2011 snow storm. Kathleen
Maiolatesi brought her Holyoke Community College classes (Sustainable Ag and Politics of Food) to the farm for a number of visits
in the spring and fall. Four Rivers (Greenfield) brought a high school
group working on a project called Food, Farming, and Democracy.
And Crocker Farm and Wildwood schools (Amherst) brought kindergartners for work mornings in October.

Straight From the Field

In addition we gave farm tours for the NOFA summer conference,
the Farm School (Athol) training program, a UMASS Sustainable
ag class, a Pakistani-exchange summer program at UMASS, and an
“employee day” for the Dr. Hauschka Company (Hatfield).
We were asked to work as consultants on a number of projects this
year – Dan was hired by the Department of Food and Ag - Farm Viability program to go to some local farms working on infrastructure
and equipment development. Our root cellar was a destination for
Vern Grubinger, from UVM, as well as Green Mountain College both looking at different crop storage solutions for New England.
We also consulted with numerous landowners about developing their
agricultural options.
In order to use sustainable techniques, we frequently try to replace
chemical with cultural, biological, or physical means to solve problems that arise in the field. You can see this, for instance when we substitute cover crops for fossil fuel-based fertilizer. We can get nitrogen
from the Azotobacter on the roots of our red clover instead of from
turning natural gas into anhydrous ammonia. You can also see this
when we use the bacteria, Spinosad, instead of the systemic pesticide
Admire (imadaclorprid) to deal with Coloroda Potato Beetle. We
can get decent control of this pest, without killing a lot of beneficial
insects or leaving any residues on the plant.

We also gave workshops and led discussions throughout the year.
Dan gave a talk about winter storage of vegetable crops at the Vermont NOFA conference in February and was a guest lecturer at the
UMASS Student Farming Enterprise course later that month. Tobin
spoke about natural pest control at the Western Mass Master Gardener Symposium in March, and Pete and Dan gave workshops at
the NOFA summer conference in August. Pete gave the introduction
and led a discussion at the Hitchcock Centers’ screening of “Dirt, the
movie.” And Dan gave a couple of workshops on apprentice training
and financial management at the Young Farmers Conference at the
Stone Barn Center in New York.

One result of all of this learning that we have to do, is that we have
an opportunity to share this information to provide learning for others. We make a commitment of time and resources to provide this
outreach to many different parts of our community – from beginning
farmers, to seasoned agriculturalists, from kindergarten students to
university ag students, interested consumers and related practitioners

In addition, we are always looking for ways to give back and par-

This year we opened our farm up to many school groups throughout
the year. The Hartsbrook High School brought their 12th graders
for a talk on sustainable land use, and then brought the entire high
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Annual Fund

The Farm is Open Space
The Ice Rink Is Looking Great!

Thank you to all who have donated to our Annual Fund for the year.
While all of our costs for running the farm come out of shareholder
dues, this fund is one way we help to finance our “extracurricular
activities” around the farm.

The farm is quiet, and there’s no food growing, but it’s still a great
time to visit the fields and woods that make up our farmscape. If it
does start snowing, while we don’t have any grooming equipment,
the neighborhood skiers usually have the tracks set around the fields
within a few hours, so come on
down. And behind the barn, our
beautiful farmyard Ice Rink is built
(thanks Chris Zobel!), and looking
great. We’ll keep current conditions posted on our website. Whatever the weather, we hope you will
enjoy being outside at the farm this
winter.

So for all of the kids who found out how we make compost, all of the
people who have taken a tour of the farm, all of the apprentices who
have learned how to drive tractors, and all of the farmers who have
used our crop planning spreadsheets to improve their farm management - thank you!
Don’t be afraid to keep giving - just send a tax-deductible check to the
BFCT at the address on the front page.
Here’s this year’s numbers
Total number of gifts
74
Total gifts 		
$6630
Average gift		$89.59
Percent participation
6.8%

Not often do assistant managers’ parents become such integral parts
of our farm life. But Larry isn’t your typical parent. This project, all
out of Larry’s initiative, was set up to use sensors and wireless networks to monitor temperature, degree days, moisture, and other variable using mobile applications on smart phones and tablets. We have
explored the effectiveness of this technology on our small diversified
farm to see what environmental and productivity benefits could be
realized and how and whether wireless sensors affect farm practices
and decisions. We have learned quite a lot about our storage areas
and how to create systems that make our infrastructure work to its
fullest benefit to our farm operation. If you’d like, you could log on
(as a guest) to our site to see the sensor data in action. Here’s how: Go
to: http://www.rtcirrus.com/ Enter - user: guest and password: guest
and choose Brookfield Farm USB Gateway. You can see our root cellar holding steady at 35.6 F and 95.4% humidity! You can also read
about it (and all of the other worthy SARE grants at (http://www.
nesare.org) where we will soon be posting our project report.

ticipate in projects that are important to the local community. Our
barn served as a depot for distributing organic seed potatoes for local
growers. We donated vegetable starts to Gardening the Community,
building community through agriculture in Holyoke and Springfield. We donated produce to the Family Outreach of Amherst Silent Auction. We donated produce to the “Free Harvest Supper”
in Greenfield MA, the NOFA Conference, CISAs Eat The View,
Shutesbury Elementary School Harvest Dinner, Amherst Gleaning
Project (Stephanie Ciccarello) and to the Gleaning Project of Rachels’ Table, in Springfield, MA. This last project, which was coordinated by Jessica Harwood, was again a huge success. For the 5th year
in a row Jessica got over 50 volunteers into our fields during Sept,
Oct, and November, where they gathered food for over 10 agencies
in Northampton, Holyoke, and Amherst. These volunteers managed
to glean and distribute over 1500 lbs of vegetables from our fields
for people in need.

All of these projects are undertaken with little or no compensation for
the farm. Our Annual Fund is the only source of funding for most
of these activities. We feel that we have a wealth of information and
resources which have come from simply operating our farm over the
past 25 years and feel strongly that sharing this experience is in important part of being a participant in our wider community.

In our most complex outreach effort of the season, we acted as project leader for a Northeast SARE (Sustainable Agriculture Research
and Education) Grant written by Larry Manire. When Kerry left
the farm last year to start her own place (http://www.providerfarm.
com/) we were glad for her but sad to see her, and her dad, Larry go.
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Vegetable Production 2012

“What’s Happening ,” con’t.

Total
BEET
BEET W/TOPS
BITTERMELON
BROCCOLI
BRUSSELS' SP.
BRUSSELS' SP. TOPS
CABBAGE
CABBAGE, CHI.
CANTELOUPES
CARROT
CARROT W/TOP
CAULIFLOWER
CELERIAC
CELERY
CHARD
COLLARDS
CORN
CUCUMBER
DAIKON
EGGPLANT
ESCAROLE
FENNEL
GARLIC
GARLIC SCAPES
GREENS
KALE
KOHLRABI
LEEK
LETTUCE
LETTUCE
OKRA
ONION
PARSNIP
PEPPERS, HOT
PEPPERS, SW.
POTATO
POTATO, SW.
RADICCHIO
RADISH
RADISH, MEAT
RUTABAGA
SCALLION
SPINACH
SQUASH, S.
SQUASH, W.
TOMATOES
TURNIP
TURNIP
WATERMELONS

stayed like this for most of the summer - our irrigation enabling us
to put the water where it was needed and the lack of rain keeping the
water away from where it wasn’t. There was a small hiccup in early
August, as the humidity rose and we had a couple of rain storms. This
brought a swift reminder of the power of moisture to bring on plant
diseases, as our tomatoes showed signs of Late Blight literally overnight. This year, however, we were ready, and with a selective spraying
of elemental copper, and not much more rain, we were able to keep
our tomatoes producing through the end of September.
We did see some more rain storms through August and then into the
fall, but nothing like we had experienced in 2011. There was enough
to cause just a bit of Alternaria in our fall carrots, making their yield
a bit low, but overall our fall harvest
was bountiful from
beginning to end.
And despite the
early cold days, we
were able to get all
of our crops in before a true freeze or
before any snow fell
from the sky.
What was the result
of all of this pictureperfect
weather?
Well, just what we would expect – record overall harvest numbers
(over 256,000 lbs of produce harvested by our hard-working crew),
an increase in the value of the share (cost per pound to you was reduced by 6%), and an increase in the overall profitability (+43%)
of our little farm. We had some crop struggles; Our strawberries
didn’t come through the warm winter very well and we had increased
woodchuck damage leading to crop failures of fennel, early broccoli,
and radicchio. We also had an extensive amount of center-rot in our
onions. But, we also saw terrific crops of garlic, cucumber, eggplant,
leeks, melons, Chinese cabbage, and beets. In addition we had our
biggest (+17%) and most diverse winter share ever. It was a huge
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5585
2368
45
2565
850
150
13810
1426
2200
12895
1603
1255
480
1194
2545
1480
1704
9165
1545
4100
270
0
1690
155
5242
4505
211
10060
8004
1517
55
10145
3370
602
3510
16765
7875
640
2223
835
3265
3520
1300
9390
33450
16625
1755
4830
15135

per
Unit share
LBS.
BU.
LBS.
LBS.
PC.
LBS
LBS
HDS.
PC.
LBS.
BU.
LBS.
LBS.
PCS.
LBS.
LBS.
DZ.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
HDS.
PC.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
PC.
HDS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
BU.
LBS.
LBS.
BU.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
LBS.
BU.
LBS.
LBS.

10.7
4.6
0.1
4.9
1.6
0.3
11.2
2.7
4.2
24.8
3.1
2.4
0.9
2.3
4.9
2.8
3.3
17.6
1.8
7.9
0.5
0.0
3.3
0.3
10.1
8.7
0.4
15.5
15.4
2.9
0.1
19.5
3.2
1.2
6.8
32.2
15.1
1.2
4.3
0.7
1.5
6.8
2.5
18.1
64.3
32.0
3.4
2.8
29.1

2012
(lbs)
5585
2368
45
2565
850
150
13810
4278
11000
12895
1603
1255
480
1194
2545
1480
11928
9165
1545
4100
270
0
1690
155
5242
4505
211
10060
8004
1517
55
10145
3370
602
3510
16765
7875
640
2223
835
3265
3520
1300
9390
33450
16625
1755
4830
15135

2011
3635
2295
3185
0
20185
3090
6750
10400
1300
3300
1180
913
1545
1130
11781
7270
1810
3010
796
690
1624
375
3110
5506
536
6825
10545
415
6530
3900
280
3310
17860
3900
975
1625
345
2430
3117
55
6390
17250
14217
1435
1635
10650

relief to have a productive growing season – a real morale-booster!

steady (88%). We continue to receive good feedback from many of
our shareholders. Perhaps the lower numbers in Boston reflect increased local competition, or the result of a difficult year in 2011.
In any case, our waiting list has decreased in the Boston area to 30
and in the local area to 194 (-43%). We expect to see our waiting list
continue to shrink as more and more shares are being sold locally and
in Boston. We continue to feel that the market for CSA shares will
remain strong but clearly will be shifting with the times.

Besides the vegetable crops, our livestock was also quite productive.
Marc Cesario (’04-’09) returned the last of our herd (2 more cows)
from their extended Vermont vacation. In the summer the herd had a
healthy group of five calves and we were able to produce all of their
hay on the fields at Gray’s and Hadley’s Farm. They are all contentedly munching hay and creating a wonderful source of fertility for next
years vegetables
in the winter
barnyard
at
Snyder’s Barn
on Southeast St.
We also turned
their
2011
winter manure
pack (as well as
some additional
manure from
Cook Farm in
Hadley,
and
leaves from the
Town of Amherst) into nearly 200 tons of compost for use on our
vegetable fields this past year. In addition we raised a healthy group
of pigs and our egg production went up over 400% from our little
flock of 50 birds.

From a financial standpoint, our farm (and the
non-profit Trust that owns
it) had a very positive year.
We were able to continue
to pay for all of the capital
improvements we’ve invested in over the past 10
years. We were also able to
purchase new equipment,
upgrading our overall infrastructure. In addition,
mostly due to the lack of
weather-related crises, we were able to keep our expenses well within
budget and manage to increase wages for all employees while increasing our overall net profit.
On top of all of this agricultural work, our farm continued to be a
site for a wide array of outreach activities. We believe strongly that
our farm can be the basis for not only research about sustainable agriculture, but also the backdrop for effective learning about natural science, writing, food safety, and so much more. In addition, our farm
provides a unique setting for recreation, inspiration, and celebration
– all of which were pursued by so many people around the farm in
the past year. None of this, of course, could ever be dreamed about
without the continued contribution and commitment of shareholders, donors, friends, and relatives who support us financially, emotionally, and spiritually. For this we thank you, as always, and hope
that through the following pages you can get a glimpse of some of
what your contributions have helped to grow and nurture at Brookfield Farm in the past year.

Our CSA shares continued to sell well, although the type of demand
we were seeing 4 years ago has continued to decrease slightly. Our
overall renewal rate was 81% last year (-4%) although most of that
was due to a decrease in our renewals in the Boston Area (64%, down
by12%). Our On-Farm Regular Season share renewal remained

Your Farmer,
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Dan
(for Karen, Abbe, and Zoe)

“Apprentice,” con’t.
livery drivers,
ploughmen,
bed makers,
leek harvesters, cow fence
installers, and
pig feeders –
just to name
a few of their
tasks. In the
process, they
not only became adept at
all of our farm
systems, but they also tried their hand at harvest and distribution
managers. Here they learned not only what we do, but how to grease
the wheels to make sure our little farm systems work efficiently to
coax 250,000 lbs of produce from the ground with only 5 full-time,
and 8 part-time employees. All the while we gave them feedback
about their work, and also about their plans, hopes, fears, and dreams.

etc – while
they are actually spending
most of their
time operating the farm
with us.
The spring is
spent learning
the
various
processes and
systems we use
on the farm
(greenhouse seeding field prep and bed making, transplanting, direct
seeding, insect protection) while learning to use the specific tools on
each of their tractors. In the summer, we become a harvest crew, and
continue operating the tractors that they have been trained on in the
spring. In the fall, once the winter squash is in the greenhouse, we
begin to have weekly sessions to go over a variety of farm business
management topics – how to create a budget, how to read a financial
statement, how to manage a website, how to plan for vegetable production, how to create a daily task list, etc.

While we compensate our apprentices for their work (housing, lunch
daily at the farmhouse, a stipend, health insurance), much of what
they give to the farm cannot really be measured. Yes, they do an incredible amount of work, which leads to thousands of pounds of produce. But, they also become part of our family of dreamers, working
to create a more sustainable agriculture. While it is hard to see them
go, we are excited when they move forward and use the information
that they have gleaned from this experience to build their own unique
futures. Next year, Zoe will be back for a second-year apprenticeship,
but besides that we will be seeing a lot of change. Aaron is investigating manager and assistant-manager positions as well as educational
opportunities and Jasper is looking into partnering with a farmer in
North Carolina.

All season long this on-the-job learning is supplemented through
our participation in the CRAFT (Collaborative Regional Alliance for
Farmer Training) Program, which offers our apprentices 10 farm visits to regional farms. These visits, which include a tour and a talk on
an essential topic that is a specialty of the farmer, give our apprentices
a chance to see how different farms solve similar problems, and to
create a peer group with the other 40+ apprentices from the other 15
participating farms.
This season, our apprentices, were once again not only top-notch
workers, but inspired learners who brought their own varied experiences and passions to our farm and our endeavors towards developing
sustainable agriculture. Jasper Gardner who had worked at Next Barn
Over (Hadley), as well as Common Thread Community farm (Madison, NY) with our past assistant manager, Chris Babis, was looking
for a farm to “put-it-all-together.” Aaron Shier, who had spent some
time on a smaller CSA in Galena, MD as well as a horse-powered
farm in Oregon, was looking to gain some clarity about his own career path by experiencing our brand of CSA with our scale level of
mechanization. And Zoe Abram, who had worked on a developing
CSA in the Hudson Valley was looking to further her knowledge on
a more established operation.

We were grateful to again have a really strong applicant pool for the
three open positions for 2013 and completed our hiring process on
December 1. Our new apprentices all have recent farming experience
- Caro Roszell (Simple Gifts Farm, Amherst). Will Van Heuvelen
(Quail Hill Farm - Amagansett NY), and Jake Mazar (Morning Glory
Farm, Marthas Vineyard). We are looking forward to welcoming this
crew to join our program in April.
As usual we heard news from many of our past apprentices this year
who continue to their agricultural work. Here are a few highlights:
Erin Roche ‘11 is in grad school at UMaine Orono working on vegetable crop research. Tobin Porter-Brown ‘10-’11 worked as the Assistant Manager at Alprilla Farm in Ipswich, MA and is now partnering with Pete
M c L e a n
‘10-’11
at
the new Amherst College
Farm.
Lisa
McKeag ‘08’10
worked
at
Andrew’s
Greenhouse in
Amherst and
Adan Marti-

All three of these
participants put
in over 45 hours
of work per week
throughout our
35-week season,
arriving at 6am to
harvest greens before the field-heat
rose. They also
worked as farm
shopkeepers,
Boston-share de8

see “Apprentice,” p.12

People You’ll Meet

Farewell Brookfield

Alan!!

Special Thanks to Pete McLean

If you ever pass through our workshop, at the easternmost end of our
barn, some weekday morning, when the growing season is upon us,
you might be lucky enough to run into our own David Blaine of the
Drive Train, Alan Bardwell. After a long career working at Kolmorgen in Northampton and then C&S in Hatfield (where he kept their
forklifts humming), Alan retired to our farm, where you can find him
most mornings keeping our fleet of trucks, tractors, and tools humming along to remain useful to helping us produce food efficiently.
On more than one occasion every year, we walk out to the tractor
barn, turn the key, and nothing happens. We check the plugs. We
check the wires. The filters. The fluid levels. Nothing. What to do?
Then Alan walks over, cheerfully asks what’s going on, and with some
type of sleight-of-hand, says “okay, now give it a try.” And then with
a simple turn of
the key the tractor fires up, the
engine is purring, and Alan,
looking content,
just smiles and
walks back to
the tractor shed.
Even if you ask
him too show
you what he’s
done, it doesn’t
really
make
sense, and you can’t duplicate it, so we’re just glad he’s there, and say
a big “thank you” every time we see him!

Pete first came to our farm in 2010, ready to make an impact!
Having come to the farm after a couple of farming experiences in
the midwest, he wanted to solidify his growing and management
skills as an apprentice. He immediately integrated his giant thirst
for life, giant sense of humor, and giant frame into our community. He has been an incredible asset to our work here, both on
the production side as well as in the social life around the farm.
Pete quickly gained familiarity with all of our systems and was ready
to become our Assistant Manager in 2012. He took responsibility
for managing our greenhouse production, tillage and bed prep, irrigation, storage-crop harvest, equipment & supplies, and our farm
shop. He was able to perform these tasks with skill and a style all his
own. On top of all of this, he also organized a series of “Birds and
Breakfasts” where people joined him for a bird-walk around the farm
and then share a terrific farm breakfast together.

This year, in addition to all of the oil and filter changes, grease fittings, and gear oil checks, Alan kept busy on a number of projects.
He rebuilt the hydrolic motor on our 1954 Farmall Cub, replaced
the starter, solenoid, and starting switch on our Case 265, and replaced the head gasket on our Case 1410. These tractors were essential to the day-to-day operation of the farm, and every day that they
aren’t operational, we have a harder and harder time keeping up with
the season and the weather. He has never really met a project he can’t
understand and complete and he gets the job done quickly and with
minimal expense. What would we do without him!?

We thought he would return in 2013, but in December he was offered the opportunity (along with his friend and past-apprentice
Tobin Porter-Brown)
to start a new farm
at Amherst College.
They are now
happily setting up their
new business
right down
the road; Our
loss is Amherst College’s
gain. We will
miss Pete, but
are glad he
will be nearby
for us to easily
keep in touch
and collaborate.
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Fresh and Local

Friends and Neighbors

Shoptalk
A long time ago (18 years by now) we decided that one way we could
concretely support our farming neighbors was to provide another
place for them to market their products. We opened up our CSA
distribution (our farm shop) and set a way for them to offer their
products to the 450 families that were coming to the farm each week.
We figured that this would give our own shareholders more products
to make their trip out to the farm more worthwhile. In addition it
would help satisfy our overall mission to increase sustainable agriculture locally, not only by giving our neighbors another market, but by
giving everyone who came into our farm shop a visceral experience
of the bounty that our local market can produce given the chance.
Each year we have tried different vendors and products, finding many
that work and a few that don’t. We always wanted to focus on the
basics – eggs, bread, milk, cheese, maple syrup – and also provide
some variety of products beyond that. We never intended to become
a store where people could find every item they needed and somehow
compete with all of the supermarkets that were out there. Just a place
to get a some extra items of value.
In 1995, we sold apples and had a self-serve cash box. Total sales were
about $1000. This past year we sold over 35 products at the farm
shop, and purchased nearly $50,000 worth of product from our local
farming neighbors, using a cash register and even taking credit and
EBT cards. We continue to see very strong sales of local apples from
Cold Spring Orchard (Belchertown) as well as bread from El Jardin
(Holyoke) & Bread Euphoria (Haydenville) bakeries. In addition
our sales of Sidehill Farm Yogurt (Ashfield) and Austin Brothers Beef
(Belchertown) round out our top five sellers. Of course, Connie Gillens’ Sunset Farm popsicles (Amherst) are right up there with them,
as the many kids who make a bee-line to the freezers every time they
come to the farm shop can attest. In addition, we have strong sales
from Fred Breeden at Just Soap (Florence), Dan & Addie Rosenberg at Real Pickles (Greenfield), and Johann Englert and the folks at
Maplebrook Farm (Bennington) who make their terrific fresh mozzarella. And that’s just a small sample of what’s available.
We would like eventually to include these fine items in our shares to
the Boston area as we have with Cold Spring Apples. Logistically, we’re
not quite there yet, but it is something we are working on. While we
are not aspiring to be a “real store” with all of the many varied items
that
people
desire,
we
hope that our
farm
shop
can continue
to provide a
small boost for
what has truly
become a local
food explosion
over the past
15 years.

Cape Cod Fish Share (by Zoe Abram)
We all cheer when “Fish man” Ed’s truck rolls up on Saturday morning and he sets his table up in front of the farm shop. Ed co-owns
Cape Cod Fish Share, which sells “shares” of the local catch from
fishermen based in Cape Cod. They offer five-week memberships
throughout the year, with options for a “just-fish” or a “sampler”
share including shellfish and other seafood.
Ed and his co-founder, Dave Henchy, were business school classmates when they heard about a company in Gloucester supporting
the Georges Bank fishery. They saw an opportunity to start a similar
business that would partner with day-boats out of Cape Cod. The
role of the Cape Cod Fish Share is to apply classic sales and marketing strategy to create demand for the fishermen. Selling shares allows
fishermen have a guaranteed income. When they sell fish through
shares, they can sell less fish to the auctions, where prices fluctuate
widely. The big-picture aim of the model is to educate consumers
about plentiful (and sustainable) species of fish that might be unfamiliar to them. Large distributors won’t buy large orders of skate
wings, for example, because their customers don’t know how to cook
them. Ed and Dave can estimate their fish order and give the fishermen an incentive to fish for these plentiful species. Over time more
share-holders try these types of fish and (hopefully) like them, and so
progresses the slow work of building a market for more sustainable,
local seafood economy.
The upshot for shareholders, beyond supporting the fishermen, is a
source of delicious fish always caught in accordance with the highest
industry standards of sustainability. Beyond choosing the species they
sell with care, the Cape Cod Fish Share also requires fish that is linecaught and locally trawled, using practices that virtually eliminate
“by-catch” (that is, fish that are caught unintentionally).
As Pioneer Valley resident, Ed expected the share would be well received here. A receptive membership is essential because it is customer understanding of the model that makes it a “win-win,” according
to Ed. There are many things that have to go right before Ed hands a
shareholder their fish; the weather has to cooperate so the boats can
go out and come back in on time, and then the fish has to be trucked
to New Bedford where it is sterilized, filleted, candled, and packaged.
The biggest challenge is to explain all these logistics to members.
“This isn’t a fish counter,” Ed reminds me, “so the fish isn’t hanging
out in the store waiting for you. The
weather in the day or two before the
pick-up impacts the share directly.”
We are glad to be able to offer Ed and
the Cape Cod Fish Share a chance to
have their shareholders pick-up their
fresh-local catch at Brookfield Farm
(from June – November). We share a
similar vision of the power of direct
marketing to build understanding and
development of the sustainable agriculture market. We hope this partnership
becomes a lasting relationship. To learn
more about Ed, the fish share, or to
purchase a share, check out their website: capecodfishshare.com.
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Party Time

Land In Our Care

All Work and No Play.....

Small One’s Farm
We continue to work the fields of Small One’s Farm down on Middle
Street (about two miles from our home farm on Hulst Rd). This farm
is carefully tended by Bob and Sally Fitz, where they have a fruit CSA
and many educational programs for children. We have used their
“back acreage” to supplement the crop needs for our shareholders
since 2006, when we moved on from Bramble Hill Farm, which was
over 6 miles away.
Our stewardship ethic is to leave land we use in as good (or better)
condition, than it was when we started. This is an intention that we
take very seriously. Our goals are to not only grow crops on these
“remote” fields, but to apply compost, cover crops, and other amendments so these fields remain in great shape – not just to “mine” them
for their nutrients and then move on.
We have expanded our production at Small One’s Farm into the 4.5
acre field off of Middle Street since 2011. This field was prepared
for 4 years, with compost and cover crops, But it was time to give
the other fields a rest, so we rotated our vegetable production into
this new field. As expected it produced a bumper crop of brassicas
(broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, and Brussels sprouts) which we began
harvesting in September. Unfortunately those crops do not respond
well to surplus moisture, and after receiving almost 20” of rain, the
field was turned into one of the smellier spots in all of N. America
(brassicas are very high in sulphur, as the Middle st residents now
know). The Brussels sprouts rotted on the stalk. The cabbage melted
in a new lake. With the fields waterlogged, though, we couldn’t turn
them in and reduce the odor. Hopefully that didn’t destroy all of the
goodwill of the neighbors.
This year we grew corn, winter squash, and potatoes. While we did
battle a few weed problems (due to not being able to remove rogue
weeds in the wet autumn), our crops were very productive and much
less of a public nuisance! Overall our production at Small One’s Farm
this year was about 70,000 lbs on about 8.5 acres of production. This
rate of production per acre was nearly identical to our 6 year average
(~72,000 lbs). We hope this trend points to our ability to live up to
our ethic of keeping our soil productive year after year. We thank
Bob and Sally Fitz for the generous use of their land and hope we
can continue to live up to their expectations of stewardship and care.

Food production is the basis of our activities on the farm. But we
have always hoped that through the production of food, the farm
could also become a great source of inspiration and accommodation
for a wide variety of events – all springing from our connection to
working this piece of land.
We have had a serioes of farm events, produced by our own staff every
year – from strawberry dessert parties, to pumpkin harvests, garlic
pulls, potato digs, and zucchini bake-offs. And this year was no different – with Karen (our events coordinator) putting on the usual assortment of events as well as a couple of new ones. The Tea and Tour
of the Accessible Garden in June and the Tomato-Bruschetta-Making
Demonstration in August were great additions to the usual lineup.
But in addition to our own, we also were host to many events, that
other people brought to the farm. Rosie Pearson once again celebrated the New Year with a Beating of the Bounds around the perimeter of our patch of earth. Pete McLean hosted a series of Birds
and Breakfast, where a bird walk was followed by a delicious breakfast. Our past-shareholder, Natalie Keng, on a visit from Atlanta,
brought her Asian cooking demonstration – The Chinese Southern
Belle – to the back porch in June and our shareholder Kristen Kim
helped people turn our bountiful Chinese Cabbage into Quick Kim
Chi later that same month.
Rosie continued her now-traditional, 12th Annual Art Behind The
Barn in July, filling our back porch with artisans of all kinds. And
our own apprentice, Jasper Gardner, decked the barn out for a music
concert and potluck with the acoustic trio “The Old-Fashioneds.”
And in September, local chef Leah Spinrad hosted a Menu Planning
Workshop on the back porch.
We have always
wanted
our
farm, centered
in food production, to become
another node in
cultural enrichment – this year
was certainly exceptional in that
regard!
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“Apprentice,” con’t.
nez ‘07-’09 is now a grad student at the Yale school of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. Danya Teitelbaum ‘08 continued to build
Queens Greens, moving it to her new land in Hadley MA. Chris
Babis ‘04 - ‘05, ‘07 had a successful fifth season running, Common
Thread CSA in Madison, NY. At the end of the season, he hung up
his tractor shoes, sold the farm, and headed to the Southwest to start
his next chapter! Andy Szymanowicz‘07 toured me around his new
farm in December where he will be running his Sol Flower Farm CSA
in Ancramdale, NY. Jeff Tober ‘03 -’06 finished his sixth season
running Fernbrook Farm CSA in Bordentown, NJ. Amy Smith ‘06
had another great season at Heart Beet Organics on Prince Edward
Island. Amy Cloud ‘01, ‘06 rolled through her sixth season at Three
Rivers Community Farm in Elsah, MO and then had her second
child - Lydia - in November! Abby Youngblood ‘05 continued on as
the Fresh Food For All Program Coordinator for Just Food in NYC.
Casey Steinberg - ‘02 ‘04 finished
his 9th season
at Old Friends
Farm where
he continues
to
innovate
and create delicious
and
unique crops
like fresh ginger!
Marc

Cesario
‘02-’03
completed
his third season at Meeting
Place
Pastures in
Cornwall
VT, where
he
raised
livestock
(over 100
pigs!) for his meat CSA and
other retail outlets.
Jenny
Hausman ‘00 completed her
sixth season at Picadilly Farm
in Winchester, NH where with
her husband and two children
now have a thriving farm business with over 500 shares sold
in NH, VT, and MA. Paul Bucciaglia ‘99 completed his 11th
season at Fort Hill Farm CSA
in New London, CT. And Don
Zasada ‘96 and ’97, his wife
Brigid and two kids completed
their eighth season as owner/
operators of their Caretaker
Farm CSA in Williamstown.
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